Senate Bill 30: The Legislature Sets
Kansas on the Road to Recovery

On June 6, 2017, Kansas lawmakers
courageously enacted Senate Bill 30, a comprehensive
income tax bill. Senate Bill 30 passed five years and two weeks
after the Governor’s signature tax policy was signed into law – an
irresponsible tax plan that triggered devastating budget cuts and
weakened public services. Senate Bill 30 has put an end to the
most disastrous parts of the Brownback tax experiment and is a
crucial first step on Kansas’ road to financial recovery.

HERE’S WHY SENATE BILL 30 IS SUCH
AN IMPORTANT VICTORY FOR KANSAS:

1.

It restores a top income tax bracket:

Prior to the passage of Governor Brownback’s
tax experiment, Kansas had three income tax
brackets. The Governor’s plan eliminated the top income
tax bracket of 6.45%, moving multi-millionaires to the
same tax bracket as Kansans earning just over $30,000
each year.

While much of the scrutiny of Brownback’s tax policy
focused on exemptions for businesses, cuts to individual
income tax rates actually contributed most to Kansas’
revenue problems. In fact, individual rate cuts accounted
for 70% of the tax plan’s unaffordable price tag. At the time
it was enacted, income tax accounted for half of all revenue
collected for the state general fund. Economists correctly
predicted that eliminating the state income tax would
create an immediate fiscal crisis; Kansas lost more revenue
in the first year of the Brownback tax plan than the entire
Great Recession combined.
By restoring a top income tax bracket and adjusting the
income tax rates, Senate Bill 30 is a major step forward
in re-stabilizing Kansas’ revenue stream. Even after
rebalancing Kansas’ income tax structure, income tax rates
are still lower than they were prior to 2012.
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2.

It closes the “LLC Loophole”:

The immediate elimination of income taxes for
330,000 LLCs, S corporations, partnerships, farms, and
sole proprietorships garnered more controversy than any
other provision of the Brownback tax experiment. Originally
touted as the plan’s signature feature, proponents promised
it would result in a “shot of adrenaline to the heart of the
Kansas economy” by spurring unprecedented job creation
and prosperity. Instead, the LLC exemption was an unfair
“loophole” that enabled some Kansans to avoid paying any
income tax at all.

Senate Bill 30 closes the LLC loophole beginning on January 1,
2017, restoring fairness to our tax system and ensuring those
330,000 taxpayers will support their schools, roads, and
communities.

3.

It ends the “March to Zero”:

The “March to Zero” income taxes (also referred
to as the “glidepath” or the “ratchet” mechanism)
was another signature piece of Governor Brownback’s 2012
tax plan, with the goal of entirely eliminating the state’s
income tax. Its basic function was to cap spending growth
at 2.5% of the previous fiscal year’s spending level without
accounting for costs that come with maintaining the same
level of services. Any growth above 2.5% was then to be used
to automatically “buy down” income tax rates the next year,
continuing until all individual income taxes were eliminated
and then using the same formula to buy down corporate
income tax rates until they also hit zero.
The March to Zero was a dangerous component of the
2012 tax plan because uncontrollable factors – including
population growth, inflation, and health care costs – create
new demands for public resources every year, regardless
of state-level policy. The March to Zero formula would have
limited spending growth drastically, preventing Kansas from
fulfilling these very basic services.

Senate Bill 30 repeals the March to Zero, ensuring that Kansas
can stabilize its budget following nine consecutive rounds of
budget cuts.

4.

It restores the Child and Dependent Care
Credit:

The Brownback tax plan did more than destroy the state’s
finances; it also weakened the tax code by eliminating
important deductions and credits that help hardworking
Kansas families – all to pay for tax breaks for top income
earners and businesses. One of those policies was the Child
and Dependent Care Credit.

The Child and Dependent Care Credit allows families to
claim a portion of the expenses incurred in caring for a child,
spouse, or dependent while working or looking for work.
The Kansas Child and Dependent Care Credit was a nonrefundable state credit equal to 25% of the federal credit, up
to $263 for one child or $525 for two or more children.
Senate Bill 30 restores the state-level credit, helping families
work and afford quality child care for their children.

5.

It restores other important deductions:

Governor Brownback’s tax policy also eliminated
other important tax components that help Kansas
taxpayers. For example, Kansas taxpayers who have large,
unreimbursed medical expenses currently can’t claim those
expenses as deductions on their state taxes. By restoring
the medical deduction, SB 30 helps Kansans struggling with
major health problems or unexpected medical expenses.
Similarly, the mortgage interest and property tax deductions
help to off-set the costs of homeownership.

Senate Bill 30 phases in the restoration of these important
deductions. Beginning in tax year 2018, Kansans will be
able to claim 50% of medical expenses currently allowed as
itemized deductions under federal law. This will go up to 75%
in tax year 2019 and 100% in tax year 2020.
Mortgage interest and property tax deductions, currently set
at 50% of the federal level, will increase to 75% in tax year
2019 and 100% in tax year 2020.

Senate Bill 30 is a win for Kansas. By voting to end the most
harmful provisions of the failed tax experiment, lawmakers
took a courageous first step on the path foward. Recovery
will take time, but Kansas is on its way to restoring the state’s
financial health, rebuilding a tax code that works for Kansans,
and reinvesting in schools, roads, public health, public safety,
and thriving communities.
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